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Data analyses reveal that the Mahan form of the x-ray absorption threshold law, e2(~)
=A[@a @—wr) jE) o, can describe I-& 3 edge data of Al, Mg, and Na, with the empirical
rule &p = 0.068r$. However, the many-electron interpertation of the Li X edge cannot be
reconciled with this rule, and the exponents &p can be calculated from the Nozieres-De
Dominicis expression only if the electron-hole interaction exhibits unusual properties.

On the basis of his many-e1ectron calculations,
Mahan" has proposed that simple metals should
exhibit anomalously shaped soft —x-ray adsorp-
tion edges e, (ar) near threshold:

(~) =A, [(K -@ )/$]

Here A, and $ are constants, 2nh is Planck's
constant, Sv and S~~ are the x ray's energy and
the threshold energy, respectively, and o.', is the
Mahan exponent, an expression for which has
been obtained by Nozieres and De Dominiciss:

(2)

Here 6, is the Eth partial wave phase shift of a
Fermi-energy electron scattered by the electron-
hole final-state interaction. For the L-edge spec-
tra of interest here, the final-state electron is in

a primarily s-like conduction-band state; hence
we have l=0.

%e have analyzed4 the L-edge absorption spec-
tra' of Al, Mg, and Na to obtain the exponents e,
listed in Table I and plotted in Fig. 1 as a func-
tion of the electron-gas radius parameter' r,.
The data are well described by the empirical rule

a, (r,) = 0.068r, .

Efforts to fit eo by functions of the form Cr, or
.Dn;,„&~, where n;,„is the ion density and C and
D are constants, with P = 2 or 3, and with y= l, 2,

TABLE l. L x-ray edge exponents &p extracted from
data of Ref. 5, as a function of electron-gas radius
parameter r$ (Ref. 6).

or 3, were deemed failures. Observe that at infi-
nite free-electron density (r, -0), nc must vanish.

Before discussing the implications of the empir-
ical rule (3), a word of caution is in order A. l-
though the general shape of a spectrum specifies
the exponent n, and the broadening I' rather pre-
cisely, and these values are not influenced by
small modifications of the data, nevertheless a
sizab1e error in the data could lead to a signifi-
cantly altered exponent. Furthermore, only two

independent exponents support the empirical rule;
the third exponent, together with the condition
n, (0) =0, determines the straight line in Fig. l.
Hence it is of the utmost importance that the L-
edge exponent of a fourth material (say, potas-
sium' with r, = 4.86) be measured in order to test
the empirical rule.

If we assume the validity of the empirical rule
(3), then two theoretical problems remain: (i)
demonstration of the linear rel'ationship between
n, and r„and (ii) evaluation of the coefficient
0.068. Both of these problems can be attacked
for ~, -0 (Fermi energy EF and wave vector hF

-~), in which case the phase shifts are to be
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FIG. l. & x-ray edge exponents &p as a function of
Circles, data of Table I; solid line, empirical

rule fEq. (8)] o'p=0. 068&$; dashed line, theory for the
limit &$-0 fEq. (9)]. For r$& 1, the approximations
leading to Eq. (9) cease to be valid.
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evaluated in the high-energy limit. Using the No-
zieres —De Dominicis expression (2) and the Born
approximation, we find

llm &0 = llm 25o/w~
rs-+0 r~~0

2&,/w = —(2/k„'w)(aa') '

x f, (sin'x)&(x/kF) dx.

(4)

(5)

Here R and a are the appropriate Rydberg and

Bohr radius with m/m, the ratio of band effective
mass to free electron mass (henceforth taken to
be unity):

B = 13.605(m/mo) eV; a= 0.53(mo/m) A. (6)

Note that the Fermi wave vector kF is inversely
proportional to r,:

k a = ( 9m /4)' r ' = 1 919m, ".

The electron-hole interaction has been taken to
be a spherically symmetric local potential V(r).
If, following other authors, ' we take a Fermi-
Thomas screened interaction

l'(~) = (e'/~) em(- k, ~), (6)

~, -25,/~ = (kF~) 'a 'in[1+4(kF/k, )2]. (9)

Here the Fermi-Thomas screening wave vector
is inversely proportional to the square root of.

1gQ

k, a= (144/n~)' 'r ' 2=1 563r (10)

This function no [Eq. (9)] has been plotted in Fig.
1 and fails to reproduce the empirical rule (3)
near x,=0 where its slope is too great; for 2 & r,
&5 (in which case the validity of the Born approx-
imation is limited) the magnitude of n, is too
great, but its slope agrees with the dat;a. Indeed,
the dependence of the screening wave vector on

x, would have to be k, a = 5.39r, ' for the Born ap-
proximatjon to describe the empirical rule. Fur-
thermore, almost any electron-hole interaction
capable of describing the empirical rule would
have to be Coulombic near x = 0 with a range pro-
portional to x,. Although screening lengths pro-
portional to r,' 2 and x,s~' are features of Fermi-
Thomas and Debye-Huckel theory, respectively,
a screening lengt:h proportional' to r, is sufficient-
ly unu. sual to cast doubt on the applicability of the
Nozieres —De Dominicis formula (2) to the empir-
ical rule (3).

It is noteworthy that the empirical rule predicts
no=0. 22 for Li, with r, =3.25. This result, to-

gether with the compatibility relationships" im-
plied by the Friedel sum rule, gives a K-edge
exponent for Li of e, =0.08. Such a positive ex-
ponent is at odds with the presently accepted in-
terpretation of the data. " (n, = —0.3) and suggests
that the edge anomaly in the K spectrum of lith-
ium is not attributable to a Mahan-type many-
electron effect, in accord with previous work. "

Also note that, even if the empirical rule were
to be dismissed as quantitatively invalid, the
lithium K edge would still lie outside the present
many-electron theory: An exponent a, = —0.3

corresponds "to oo=0.49, causing no(r, ) to be a
discontinuous function of x, and destroying the
evidence for the importance of final-state inter-
ac tlons.

The principal results of this paper are as fol-
lows: (i) The empirical rule (3) relating the ex-
ponents of the L, x-ray absorption spectra to ~,
indicates the importance of conduction electron
density and final-state interactions in shaping the
Mahan anomalies. (ii) The fact that the spectra
can be fitted with a phenomenologically broadened
form of the Mahan theory supports, but does not
confirm, that theory [o., is essentially an inverse
linewidth, and a considerable range of physical
alternatives could be forced to conform t:o Eq.
(1)]. (iii) An unusual form of the electron-hole
interaction is required to fit the empirical rule
if the Nozieres-De Dominicis form [Eg. (3)] of
the exponent is used. (iv) The K absorption edge
of Li appears to lie outside the domain of the
present many-electron theory. "

If many-electron theory is to describe the soft
x-ray threshold shapes of Al, Mg, Na, and Li,
then improved expressions [Eq. (2)] for the ex-
ponents e, will have to be developed, and pos-
sibly a revised version of the theory will be nec-
essary.
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It is shown that the ideas of effective-medium theory can be applied to the evaluation of
the ac behavior of a random system. The results for systems of which the components
have no dispersioo. , show dispersion. In particular, it is found that the u behavior of
the ac conductivity of many disordered systems is reproduced to a good approximation
over a limited frequency range.

The method of approach of substituting an ef-
fective medium for the real medium in the treat-
ment of transport problems in inhomogeneous
media has been emphasized by several authors, ' '
most recently by Cohen and Jortner. ' Here we
shall be not so much concerned with relating
the model macroscopically inhomogeneous med-
ium to its underlying microscopic structure, as
with discussing the ac behavior of the model.
The motivation for this comes from experiments
which closely resemble the model, "and the fact
that these experiments yieM results which close-
ly parallel those in systems such as amorphous
semiconductor s, transition- metal glasses, and
chalcogenide glasses.

When using some measurement system to de-
termine the real and imaginary parts of the con-
ductivity (or alternatively the dielectric con-
stant), one experimentally defines the real part

o,„and imaginary part e such that

~ *((u) = ~„((u) +is)e, e„((u),
(~)c„*(u))= e„((u) —i (r ((u)/e, w.

Since these quantities are experimentally de-
fined, there must exist an experimentally de-
fined avera. ge field E *(u) within the sample.
The problem is to relate the average or mea-
sured values of (1) to the values of v and e of
the components of the medium. We choose a
medium consisting of two components, one with
complex dielectric constant e,~ and concentra-
tion C, the other being defined by e,* and 1 —C.
We insist that the frequency of the applied field
be such that this field is the same at all points
in space at any instant of time. For sample
thicknesses —1 p, m, this limits the present mod-
el to frequencies of about 30 0Hz, that is, with-
in the frequency range of standard bridge, stand-
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